Nature’s key gift for your well-being is for you to share it.
Read this five-minute, 1057 word notice. Happily make the difference you want by being it.
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ALERT!! A MISSING KEY TECHNOLOGY: All Things Go Better With Nature’s Love.
Invoke it.
Our secretive world often leaves us unaware that a critical key to increasing personal and global
well-being is undeservedly ignored so our problems continue to increase. The eco-art of this
unused but available social technology is a tool that reinstates the loving organic core of science
and helps us make each day a better tomorrow.
Sadly, this heartfelt fact is painfully obvious: moment-by-moment, our war with Nature is
breaking the world and we don’t apply the scientific remedy for this catastrophe because our lies
make us to deny its significance.
To stop our bias, lies and war and increase the health of life in peaceful balance, we must apply
this prime, evidence-based truth.
The fact that you are reading these words is the greatest truth in your life that you can
trust and it is not Nature, God, Love or Honesty.
Do you know what your Great Trustable Truth (GTT) is or how to apply it? Without our
GTT, we continue to create and endure the deceit that increasingly injures the world
including us.
You may not know your GTT because, negligently, our education, counseling and management
leaders omit teaching and applying it. Like a short circuit, no law insists that they include it
because our legal and political communities have also learned to snub it.
We can’t use our GTT if we don’t recognize what it is or how to activate our 54 natural senses to
make it work. Our lie of omission has socialized us to be so prejudiced against the natural world
that, as the UN declares, we are at war with Nature.
Our battlefield traumas wound us and this makes us excessively want. For satisfaction, we
further plunder our Planet’s life to create and benefit from our artificial technologies, healing and
fulfillments. However, without GTT these short-term band-aids have adverse side effects. They
don’t adequately replace our rewarding, but now invaded, love of and from Nature.

Our lies don’t exist in natural areas because the natural world is speechless. For those who know
their GTT, in Nature its unifying energy is a 55 year tested and proven stimulant, an appropriate
preventative and remedy for our falsehoods, war and injuries.
Like a safe, biological power tool, outdoors our GTT adds our inherent 54-sense wisdom to any
thought, feeling or discipline. This transforms our destructiveness into reasonable love forever,
moment by moment.
At little expense, by 85%, GTT increases the effectiveness and decreases the costs of
environmentally friendly healing and relationships while it reduces our destructive climate
changes. In major ways we profit when we add GTT to
any individual and their relationships
health and life insurance companies
public health, safety and welfare endeavors
therapy, education, conflict resolution, environmental, spiritual, medical legal and
recovery programs
o government agencies for Defense, Education, Environmental Protection, Health, Welfare
Correction and Homeland Security
o politics that responsibly help the lives of those who have been injured by the war, no
matter their race or social attachments.
o
o
o
o

Our Earth Misery Crisis
As GTT-deprived people, since 1974 our prejudicial war against our planet’s life has
created today, on average, Earth’s 48% loss of wildlife and natural resources accompanied
by a 45% increase in mental illness, obesity, climate change, oceanic oxygen depletion,
loneliness, atmospheric carbon, mass shootings and excessive stress. The stress alone has
increased corruption, child abuse, unhappiness, mistrust, unfairness, political and economic
extremes, destructive cravings, dependencies, addictions and many other disorders.
Be honest. Look around. You know it’s true.
With alarm we need to hook up with another planet half the size of Earth to replenish what
our cravings make us overuse each year. Nobody knows where that other planet is located
no less how to connect with it. Meanwhile, we continue to spend over 99% of our lifetime
out of tune with Nature’s wise integrity around, in and as us. We forget that everything in
Nature belongs so it doesn’t create war or garbage.
Earth Misery has been called prejudicial, depressive, stupid, addictive, negative, abusive,
suicidal, unethical, catastrophic, insane, uncivilized and terrifying. However, without
including the transformative powers of our GTT, our education supports the unreasonable
demands of our excessive, profit-based society. This abuse changes Nature’s life into
money while our finite planet’s “resources” are already 50% overdrawn. This fraud is
immoral and unacceptable yet, devoid of GTT, it increases yearly. Think about it. Can you
easily distinguish our lies from the truth of your life?

The core remedy for Earth Misery is to activate our GTT and improve any relationship or
situation. Can you believe or understand this if you don’t know what your GTT is? (Call 360378-6313 now. Immediately learn and experience your GTT and be awarded the GTT book
“How to Liberate Your Natural Essence”).
Science works. GTT works because it scientifically unifies us in spacetime contact with natural
areas and things. Then and there, our 54-sense verbal wisdom blends with the web-of-life’s
speechless love to dance in cooperative beauty, peace and balance. This lets the art of GTT
scientifically correct our falsehoods as well as update misguiding spiritual, mystical and
supernatural tales. That’s how, when and where our words become trustable truths as
demonstrated in paragraph three.
GTT: the impossible dream.
Without GTT, as wounded consumers, our continual need for artificial satisfaction increases
Earth Misery. Our love of Nature excessively becomes our love of money and materials to the
point that we block ourselves from using GTT as hope, faith, healing, support and justice.
GTT matters. Its quantum leap makes the “Do onto others” Golden Rule include Nature’s plant,
animal, mineral and energy community as others. Moment by moment, it produces the fairness
and assistance that our lives deserve while it reduces Earth Misery.
Most of us acknowledge the vast difference between pre-Columbian North America 500 years
ago, and today’s Earth Misery created by our omission of our GTT. Why wouldn’t you want to
activate your GTT and help others do the same?
In your heart of hearts do you really believe that our society can meet its goals for personal and
global well-being while without our GTT each of us continues to be a well-armed soldier in
denial of our abusive war, overuse and prejudice against Nature?
GTT matters because it happily motivates and grows reasonable relationships anywhere.
Now is your GTT. Empower it. Share it. Unify. Don’t face tomorrow’s lies without it.

CONTACTS WITH AUTHENTIC REALITY
Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D,
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Visit your GTT information website and its key reference links: Select Here
https://www.ecopsych.com/spacetime-love-the-core-of-therapeutic-truth-in-action/

Enjoy the pioneering 85 year history and growth of GTT: Select Here
http://www.ecopsych.com/janetinterview.html

Joyfully learn more than you thought you could ever know, do or give: Select Here
http://www.ecopsych.com/climatetherapy.html

